Data Pretreatment Program:
Before performing the actual chemometric analysis in QSAR, the raw data is usually pretreated due
to following reasons:
1. To remove those descriptor whose values remains more or less constant for all compounds,
since they only add computing time without contributing much to the results.
2. To reduce collinearity among the descriptors thereby preventing data over-fitting and aids
in improving the prediction performance of the model.
The purpose of this program is to remove these constant and highly correlated descriptors
based on user specified cut-off values:
Variance cut-off value: Based on this all the descriptor columns with a variance below this cut-off
value are removed from the data.
Correlation cut-off value: Based on this all the descriptors with higher correlation (higher then cutoff value) among each other are removed, except one with highest correlation with activity among
them.
Input file: Single *.csv file (saved as ‘comma delimited’ in Microsoft Excel).
Input file format: Columns containing all calculated descriptor and their values for each compound
present in dataset set. Header*(e.g. name of respective descriptor, activity title) for each column is
must. Observed/actual activity values are required and must be present in last* column. To further
clarify file format, sample input files are provided. (* mandatory for correct calculations)
To run the program: Download dataPreTreat.jar file (it is platform-independent) and just
single/double click on it to run the program.
Note: Keep your input file in the same folder where you keep dataPreTreat.jar file.
Steps involved:
1. Enter the name of data set input file (name without extension as depicted).

2. This step is to confirm whether observed/actual activity column is present or not (must be last*
column in input file). If pressed ‘No’ program will exit.
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3. This is an important step. Please check both values carefully and see if both are correct. If not,
check your input file. If you find your input file correct and error still exist, then create input file
freshly once again (by copying all observations and paste it in new excel sheet and save it as csv
file). This should eliminate the error.

4. Enter variance cut-off (Default value: 0.0001).

5. Enter correlation cut-off (Default value: 0.99).
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Output files:
[Name of dataset input file]_Result.csv – This output file will consists of resulting pool of
descriptors after data pre-treatment i.e. after removing constant and highly correlated descriptors
based on user cut-off values.
Snapshot:*_Result.csv in Microsoft Excel

[Name of dataset input file]_LogFile.txt – It consist of list of names of all descriptors (respective
header* in input file) removed based on user specified variance and correlation cut-off. It also
enlists all inter-correlated descriptors; the one having highest correlation with activity among them
is kept and all others are removed.
Snapshot: *_LogFile.txt in Wordpad
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Note: Please close all input/output files before running this program.
Disclaimer
For academic purpose only; Not for commercial use.
The program DTC_DataPreTreatment has been developed (in Java) and validated on known data
sets by Pravin Ambure (ambure.pharmait@gmail.com) of Drug Theoretics & Cheminformatics
(DTC) Laboratory, Jadavpur University (2013).
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